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INVESTIGATION WITH AN INTERFEROMETER OF THE TURBULENT

MIXING OF A FREE SUPERSONIC JET

By PAUL B. GOODERUMj GEORGE P. R-GOD,

and MAURICE J. BREVOORT

SUMMARY

The.free turbule_t mixing of a supersonic jet of 3lach number

1.6 has been experimentally investigated. An interferometer,

of which a description, is given, was used for the investigation.

Density and velocily distributions through the mixing zone
hate been obtained. It was found that there was similarity
in distribution at the cross sections investigated and that, in

the subsonic portion of the mixing zone, the velocity distribu-

lion fitted the theoretical distribution, for incompressible flow.

It was found that the rates oJ spread of the mixing zone both

into the jet and into the ambient air were less than those of

subsonic jets.
INTRODUCTION

Considerable work, both theoretical and experimental,

has been done in the past on free jets. Most of the theoret-
ical work has been based on Prandtl's concept of the "mixing

length." Tollmien (reference l) and G6rtler (reference 2)
treated the turbulent mixing of incompressible jets. Abram-

erich (reference 3) published a theory of the free subsonic

jet in which effects of compressibility were included. Ex-

perimental results on velocity distribution in the mixing

region and rate of spread of the mixing region both into the

jet and into the surrounding air have been published by
various investigators (references 4 to 8). Most of the

experimental work has dealt with constant-density cases;
that is, the density of the jet was the same as that of the
ambient air with which it mixed, and the velocity of the

jet was quite small. This report presents results of an

experimental investigation of the mixing of a supersonic

jet. In this jet the Math number was 1.6 and the density
was about one and one-half times the density of the anlbient

air. Measurements were made with an interferometcr of

the density variation across the mixing zone in th'e region
near the nozzle. From the density variations the velocity

variations lmve been calculated. A full description of the

interferometer is given, together with discussions of the

technique of adjusting the interferometer, the theory of fringe

formation, and the method of evaluating interferograms.
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APPARATUS

JET

The open jet is opt,rated 1)y the air from a 500-cubic-foot

storage tank in which the initial pressure is about 180 pounds

per square inch and from which a pipe leads to a supersonic
nozzle. The exit end of the_nozzle is open to the atmos-

phere. In thc pipe that runs from the tank to the nozzle
is a hand-operated gate valve, an air-operated quick-

opening valve, and a prcss_lre regndator. The purpose of

the pressure regulator is to reduce the pressure of the air

going into the nozzle to a value that will result in the pressure
of the air, as it leaves the nozzle, being atmospheric. The

result is that no strong shock 'waves or expansion waves

originate at the rim of the nozzle to adjust the jet pressure

to atmospheric.
The results reported herein were obtained with a nozzle

that gave a Math number of 1.6. The nozzle was of the
two-dimensional type and was constructed of steel. I_

1
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had an exit opening of 3 by 3 inches. The coordinates
of the nozzle blocks were calculated by the method of charac-
teristics. No allowance was made for tile thickness of the

boundary layer, and the nozzle gave th(, :Xlach number for

which it was desigaaed. A photoHaph of similar nozzles

is sho_vn as figure l, together with tile section for the tran-
sition from a 6-inch circular pipe to the rectangular entrance
to the nozzle.

INTERFEROMETER

Introduction,--The _[ach-Zehnder type of interferometer

was originated by L. :X[ach and Zehnder for use in studying

phenomena of gas dynamics. The instrument is useful in

the study of gas-flow problems because it gives an instan-
taneous record from which can be calculated the variation

of gas density throughout a flow field. I_ is particularly

applicable to the study of high-speed gas flows, because, by

using light waves, it makes unnecessary the insertion into
the flow of probes or other measuring instruments that would

disturb the flow. The intcrferometer gives quantitative

results in which a rather high degree of accuracy can be

obtained. It. has a sufficient range of sensitivity to measure

both small density changes, as in a weak Pran<ltl-Meyer

expansion, and large density changes, as across a strong
shock wave.

The int.erferomcter was used,but not intensively, by

5Iach and Zehnder. It was applied to the study of subsonic

aeroitynamics by Zobel (reference 9). Since then it has
been applied by Ladenburg and his coworkers to the study

of phenomena in supersonic flow (reference 10).

The basic arrangement of the *{aeh-Zehnder interfer-

Greeter is shown in figure 2. Light from a source S is made

into a beam of pal'allel rays by a collimating lens system L_.

This beam falls on tile splitter plate S_ where it is split into
two beams. Part of the original beam of light is reflected

by the splitter plate S_ and part is transmitted by it. The

part that is transmitted goes to the mirror :11_ where it is
reflected onto the splitter plate $2. A portion of the beam

is transmitted by S., and is not used. The other portion is

reflected by $2, passes lhrough the lens L2, and falls on a

screen or a ph<>lographie plate P.

The light that was reflected l)y S_ likewise goes to a totally

reflecting mirror .'if, from which it is reflected onto the

splitter 1)late S.,. At S_ a part of the |)cam is reflected and

is not used, and the remainder is transmitted, passes through

the lens L2, and falls on tile screen or the phot, ographic

plate P. This arrangement fulfills one of the necessary
conditions for the interference of the waves in two brams of

light; that is, that the two beams originate in the same light

source. From a practical standpoint, the arrangement also

permits the condition to bc met that the two beams be widely

enough separated in space that the disturbance to be studied

can bc introduced into one of the beams without disturbing

the other. The disturbance, or the "tes_ section," can, of

course, bc located an_vhere in either of the two beams. In

the apparatus described in this report, the test section was

situated midway between the mirror M;, and the splitter

plate $2.

Theory of ideal fringe formation.--The two beams of

light that reach the photographic plate P appear to come
from separate sources that are situated somewhere to the

left of the mirror :'i/I:. By proper orientation of the two

splitter plates and the two mirrors, the two beams of light

can be made to appear to cross each other, as is shown in

figure 3. If, for the moment, it is assumed that each beam

is composed of strictly parallel and monochromatic rays,
then the wave fronts can bc represented by equally spaced

straight lines perpendicular to the direction of propagation,
as is also shown in figure 3. Here the straight lines represent

the crests of the waves. :Xlidway between two successive

crests are the troughs of the waves. Where two lines in:

tersect, two crests occupy the same position in space, reinforce

each other, and cause an increase in the amp]itu(le of vibra-

tion and an increase in _tle intensity of the light. Where a line

intersects a point that_ is midway between two adjacent, lines

of the other beam, a crest and a trough interfere destructively,
so that a decrease in the amplitude of motion and a decrease

in the intensity of the light results. The plate P will there-

fore be crossed by parallel, horizontal (ill this case) lines of

alternately weak and strong intensity. These lines are the

interference fringes. They can be oriented in any direction

by proper rotation of the two splitlcr l)h_tcs and the two

mirrors at)out two axes: one in a ])lane parnllel to thai of

the paper and one perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

S LI

M
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;FIGURE L--Supersonic nozzles, FIGURE 2. Basic arrangement of 3.Iaeh-Zehnder irlterferometer.
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If now a ttisturt)nnce is produced ill the air that is in tile

lest section and this disturbance changes the speed of the

light in lhe beam that actually traverses the test section,
then lhe wave fronts in that beam will be advanced or re-

larded, and the positions of the fringes will be shifted down

or up. F,'om the shift in the fringes the average speed of

the light and, from that, the average density of the air can

be calculated. The only gas-flow eases for which the den-

sity fiehl can be evaluated are the one-dimensional case of

uniform density throughout the fieht, the two-dimensional
case of uniform densities along lines (or planes) that lie

parallel to the light-beam direction of propagation, and the

three-dimensional case of axially symmetric densities, such
as the flow field about bodies of revolution at zero angle
of atiaek.

Theory of practical fringe formation.--So far it has been

assumed that the light is strictly monochromatic and is a

beam of parallel rays. But parallel light can be obtained

only from a truly point source. Because in practice neither

monochromatic light nor a point source is used (with avail-

able means of approximating these to a very high degree, the

intensity of the light wouhl be too small), neither condition is

actually met. As has been pointed out before (reference 10),

the complete theory of fringe formation for the actual case

has not. yet been given. Schardin, however, has shown
(reference 11) that the following is lhe case. With a point

source and a slrictly paralhq beam, fringes are formed at all

points along the two axes I_--I_' and T,--/2', where the two

beams overlap. (See fig. 4.) But in an actual case, in

which a light source of finite extent is used, the lines I1---]'_'

and I2--I2' become very numerous. The most distinct

fringes are then formed where the various lines between /1
and [_' and between jr and _' intersect. The interferometer

should 1)e so adjusted, by rotation of the splitter plates, that
this intersection is in the center of the test. section.

For obtaining the greatest eonlrast between fl'inges, it. is

also necessary that the opt teal-path length through l.he inter=

ferometer be the same for the two beams. In other words,

\ Inlensily

FIGURE 3.--Production of fringes with nmnochromatie parallel light. X, wavelength of light.

it is necessary that the optical path for the two beams be

nearly the same from the time. the original beam is split in(o
two, at. the splitter plate S_, until the two are reuniled at

the splitter plate ,9> This condition becomes the more im-
portant the further the light departs from being monochro-

matic. For a given setting of lhe sl)litler p.lates and the

mirrors, the fringes have a given spacing for each wave-

length. The greater the wavelength, tim greater the spacing

between wave fronts and, consequently, between fringes.

Thus, fringes produced by a large numl)er of wavelengths

coincide only at one point,, the center of the baml of fringes.

On either side of t_s.cenler the fringes get out of steI) with
each other and the contrast between light and dark becomes

less and less. With the ol)tieal paths equal, ihe center of

the band of fringes, where the contract is greatest, lies at
the center of the test section.

Description of interferometer.--The interferomeler, with

which the results presented in this report were obtained, was

(lesigned and constructed at the Langley Laboratory and is

installed in the boundary layer laboratory or /.tie Physical
Research Division. The base on whi(.h the splitter plates

and mirrors are mounted is a one-piece iron Ca stillg in the
form of a four-lear clover. (See figs. 5 and 6.) The assem-

bly is supported in a vertical plane at its center by a single

mount, which is attached to a framework of structural steel
that is welded to a steel table. The table rests on steel

plates that are bolted to the concrete floor of the second

story of the building. The buihling houses numerous
motors, compressors, and other sources of vibration. It is

within 50 feet of a projectile galh,ry, a 500-horsepower wind

tunnel, and a 1,000-horsepower wind tunnel. All of these

pieces of equipment cause vibrations or considerable am-

plitude in the second-story floor, which is supported ])y

cohunns only every 20 feet or so.
Interferometers are quite delicate instruments, as far as

adjustment is concerned, and are quite subject to being
thrown out of adjustment by mechanical vibrations and by

temperature changes. When the present instrument was

designed, it was hoped to produce an instrument that wouh|

not cause an inordinate waste of time in keeping it in adjust-

ment. The result has been quite satisfactory. Apparently

because of its symmetrical design (and probably also because
cast iron has a low coefficient o5 thermal expansion), no

effects of temperature changes on the adjustn!ent of [lie

interferometer have ever been noticed. Ordinarily the in-
terferometer is enclosed in a sheet-aluminum case. Even

- $1' M_ S2 ]

_.( + _21....
So_+ " M1

Z_ S1

FI_;_'RE 4. Region in which frh_ges appear to be formed in Mach-Zehnder interferometer
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when it is used with one side of the ca_e removed and the

temperature in the room is cllanged by opening the windows,
or when tile operators stand close to the interferometer, no
change ill the fringes is noticed.

Ill an effort to keep the int_-rfi,rometer in adjustment_

despite vii)rat, ions, _t _'as at first suspended from a frame-
work by springs tllat gave tlle system a natural frequency
of about I cycle per second. It was soon fonmt, when study-

FIGURE 5. Full view of interferometcr with light source (left) and camera (right).

L
FIGUllE 6,- Interferomeler. (Splitter plates, lower left and upper right; mirrors, ripper left

and lotver right.)

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

ing the boundary layer on a flat plate, that the beam of
light could not be kept lined parallel with the flat plate.
Moreover, at that time the glass plates and mirrors were
supported at four points, and they could not be clamped
very tightly without causing strains in the glass and distor-
t.ion of tile fringes. As a result, the interferomcter would
not stay long in adjustment, despite the fact that it was sus-
pended by springs. Accordingly, the supports of the plates
and mirrors were changed to the three-point type (see fig. 7)
and were clamped down very tightly without distorting the
fringes. The spring support was discarded and the inter-
ferometer table was placed on the floor as just described.
As a result, the interferometer has stayed in adjustment for
some length of time. In fact, in the past 9 months no ad-

justments of any kind have been made, and the i|lierfero-
meter has stayed in pcrfcct adjustment.

Each of the two plates and two mirrors is rotatable about
two axes: one in a plane parallel to that of the interferometcr
base (fig. 6) and the other perpendicular to the plane of the
interferometer base. For rotation aboltt the first of these

axes, the mirror holder is mounted in juurnal bearings. (See
fig. 7.) These bearings are clamped tight, just short of
binding. A lever is attached to the axle. Ttle ends of nficrom-
eters press agains't the lever. Rotation of the plat(' or mirror

is effected by advancing one micrometer while retracting the
other. When the proper position is reached, both microme-
ters are screwed very tigtltly against the lever. For rotation
about the other axis, the plate or mirror housing rotates on
bail bearings. Again a lever is moved by means of two mi-
crometers. (The micrometers provide an economical method
of obtaining precision screw treads. Thb scales on the
micrometers are not used.)

For adjustment of the white-light fringes--that is, for
adjusting the difference in optical-I)ath h,ngth of the two
beams, where optical-path h'ngtll is defined as the integral

FIGURE 7.-- Interf(,rornctcr mirror motmt.
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of tile product of index of refraction and the differential of

geometric path length--means were provided whereby the

enth'e housing of mirror .1/1 could be translated in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the plane of the mirror. Thc ways on

which the housing moved were found, however, to be not

sufficiently smooth, and when the mirror was moved, the

plane of the mirror changed and tlms the orientation of the

fringes changed. Tile screw was also found to be too coarse;

therefore, for easier adjustment of the white-light fringes, a

compensating plate was installed in each beam (C_ and C2,

fig. 8). Each plate is rotatable about two mutually perpen-
dicular horizontal axes. One plate is placed in a horizontal

position, and the white-light fringes are adjusted by rotating
the other plate. The fact that the path in glass may be

different for the two beams does not matter, because the

light is too nearly monochromatic for dispersion to have an

appreciable effect.

The splitter plates and the mirrors are 4 inches square and
_._inch thick. The plates arc polished flat on each side to a

tolerance of ¼o wavelength. The angle of the wedge formed

by the two sides of a plate does not exceed 2 seconds of arc.
One side of each plate is coated with zinc sulphide for in-

creased reflection. Use of this coating is a departure from

the conventional method. This coating has the advantage

over the conventional one, which is a thin coating of silver

or ahlminum, in that no light is absorbed by thc coating.

The ideal coating would transmit 50 percent of the light and

reflect 50 pcrccnt. Since each beam is transmitted once and

reflected once at splitter plates, the net result would be two

beams going into the camera, each of which had 25 percent

of the intensity of the original beam. For the zinc sulphide

coating that was used, approximately 40 percent is reflected
and 60 pcrcent transmitted. This is satisfactory, however,

because each beam_ into the camera then has 24 percent of

the original intensity (neglecting losses at the mirrors).

The two mirrors are flat to a tolerance of }i0 wavelength
and arc front surfaced with rhodium. Because of the low

reflectance of rhodium (about 75 percent), it is expected that
almninum would be more satisfactory.

Description of light source and camera.---A satisfactory

light source for application of interferometry to the study of

flow phenomena must provide nem'ly monochromatic light
in a nearly parallel beam. An additional requirement for

taking intcrferogn'ams of high-speed flow is that the duration

of the light be sufficiently short. For taking interfcrograms

that are free from blurring of phenomena in an open, or free,

supersonic jet., exposure times of the order of 3 microseconds

or less must be used. (Inherent in free supersonic jets are

high-frequency vibrations.) Because meeting each of the

requirements of being monochromatic, parallel, and of short
duration tends to reduce t.he intensity, one must add the

fourth and obvious requirement of sufficient intensity.

The light-source problem has heen solved by the same

general method that was used by the Princeton group (refer-

ence 10) ; that is, by use of a high-voltage magnesium spark

and a monoehromator. A diagram of the complete light-

smtrcc optical system is shown in figure 8. The two elec-

trodes are magnesium rods of h/-inch diameter with rounded

tips approximately 1 inch apart. Each magnesium rod is
held in a concentric, hollow brass rod. A press fit is used for

/0 Meqo_,"r_s

To 16, 000 v d-c

2 Micr*oforods
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Ft(;VnE 8.--Coml)lelc optical diagram of interfcromeicr used in this investigation;
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mechanical strength, and where the magnesium rod enters
the hrass rod, a wehl is made. Each brass rod is soldered

to a thin copper sheet, which extends for about an inch and
is then soldered to a terminal on each of two condensers.

Each of the two condensers, which are thus connected in

paralM, is a 15,000-volt pyranol condenser and has, accord-

ing to the manufacturer's specifications, a capacitance of 1.0
microfarad and an inductance of 0.5 mierohenry. The con-

densers are charged, through a 10 megohm isolating resistor,

to t6,000 volts. The discharge is initiated by means of a

tMder spark between one of the magnesium electrodes and
an auxiliary magnesium electrode placed between the other

two and slightly to one sidel The tMder spa.rk is produced

by the potential aeross tlle secondary of an automobile igni-

tion coil that occurs when the 6-volt circuit through the

primary is broken. This arrangement gives satisfactory eon-

trol over the main discharge anti facilitates synchronizing it
with the opening of the camera shutter. The duration of

the light from the main discharge was measured with a

rotating-mirror apparatus and was found to be approxi-
mately 3 microseconds.

The monochromator was constructed from a Bausch and

I_oml_ "Simplified Constant Deviation Prism Type" Labo-

ratory Spectrometer, The collimator objective, of apertm'e

f/8, and the entrance slit of the original spectrometer were
remow,d and were replaced by a system of greater aperture
tha_ was constructed from available lenses. The lens /-3

(fig. S) is an.//1.6 Kodak Anastigmat of 50-millimeter focal

length. This lens focuses the light from the spark disdmrge
on the adjustable entrance slit. (No pinhole is used at the

spark.) The light is then made into a paralM beam by the

lens L_, which is an f/2.3 Bausch and Lomb Baltar of 2-inch

focal l_,ngth. The pavalM beqm then goes through the

constant-deviation prism of the Pellin-Broca type. The beam
is then focused on the adjustable exit slit 1)y the lens Ls,

which is an .[/8 lens of O-inch focal length and is the original

lens furnished with the spectrometer. The exit slit is at the

focus of the mirror Lt. The light from the slit, is turned at

right angles hy a small prism, which is placed slightly off
the axis of L_. The mirror L_ is a parabolic mirror of 4-inch

diameter and 36-inch focal length and is fi'ont-surfaced with
chrome aluminum.

It is realized that considerably more light could be obtained

from the system if the J'-numbcrs of the various h,nses and

the mirror were properly matched, in order that the image

of the entrance slit, which falls on the exit slit, would be

more nearly the same size as the entrance and the exit slits.

The system as used at present,, however, works satisfactorily,

and therefore no changes in it are contemplated.

The light from the green triplet of magnesium is used,
which has wavelengths of 5,167, 5,173, and 5,184 angstrom

units. Of course, at the high exciting voltage that is used,

the light does not consist, only of these three wavelengths

hut is nearly a eontimmus spectrum. It wa_ found that the

light from this region produced nmch more satisfactory inter-

ference fringes than that fi'om any other region of the spec-

trmn of a high-voltage magnesium spark. (The Princeton

group reported (reference 10) that they obtained bcst results

by using the blue line at 4,481 angstroms.) The monochro-
mater was set at 5,170 angstroms, and the slits were sct at

a width of 0.3 millimeter. A band about 30 angstroms wide

was passed by t.he exii slit, and about 180 usable fringes

were obtained. It was found that the appearanee, or con-

trast, of the fringes could be improved by reducing the length
of the exit slit. to '_: inch.:32

The fringes were llhotographed with an Eastman Anastig-
mat aerial camera h'ns Lz of l:'.5-ineh focal length and f'3.5

aperture. Kodak Linagr.q_h Ortho film was used. The Line-

graph Ortho is a very hist. orthochronmtic fihn of moderate

contrast and high resolving power and is designed for photo-

graphing high-speed transient phenomena on g'reen-fluoreseing
c,_thode--ray screens. Negatives of about lJ{-inch diam'-

eter were taken. (Inasmuch as the fihn was used in the

35-ram size, a portion of the light did not. hit the fihn.

Since the intt,rferograms shown in the present report were

taken, the film has been changed to the 70-mm size.) The

moderate grain size of the fihn permitted enlargements of
sixteen or more times the diameter of the negative, or seven

or more times actual size.

A Kodak Supermatic shutter was phn-ed at the focus of
the camera lens. The shutter was set at. 15/0second and was

synchronized with the light-source spark. For convenience

in moving the fihn, a slightly modified Argus C-3 camera,

with the lens removed, was used as a fihn hohh'r.

The proeedure that was followed for each interferogram
of the flow was to take first an interferogram with no flow,

then one with a transparent ruler in the test section for

establishing the scale, then one with flow, then a final one
without flow. The film was developed in Kodak D 72 for

the exceptionally long time of 14 minutes tit 68 ° F.

Adjustment of the interferometer. :When the interfer-

ometer is first set uI i, a number of adjustmcnis must be made

in order to obtain fringes and to orient them properly. Most

of the adjustment procedure that was used is a more-or-less

standard procedure, but part is original.

The first step in the initial adjustment of the interferomet er
is to make the reflecting surfaces of the two splitter plales

and the two mirrors nearly paralM. This is done by making

the two mirrors as nearly parallel as possible by eye, and

then leaving them there, because it is possibh, to produce

all fringe orientations by adjustment of the splitter plates

alone (except for adjustment for while-light h'inges which
is made with the compensating plates). Ttwa the plates are

set nearly paralM to the mirrors by siml)le inspection. A

small light source is placed 15 feet or more away from the

interferometer, and the light is directed at. plate S_. Two
sets of cross hairs are set up, one near the light source and

the other near plate S,. Two screens are set up on the

opposite side of the interfcrometer in such positions that a. h,ns

placed after plqte S., focuses one set of cross hairs on one
screen and thc other set. on the other screen. Each set of

cross hairs produces two images on one screen. One image

is produced hy the light that is transmitted through the

lower part of the interferometev, and the odwr image by

the light tha{ goes through the upper part. The splitter

plates are their so adjusted that the lwo images of one set
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of cross hairs coim'ide, or merge lute a single image. This

procedure is repeated for the other set of cross hairs. As

the adjust.melds for the two sets of images are 1tot, inde-

pendent, they nmst be continued until the images of both

sets of cross hairs appear to be sil@e. The light source is

now replaced by a monochroma.tic light source. This light
source should be suttieiently close to being monochromatic

so that many hundreds of fringes can be produced. The

reason for this is that at this stage of the adjuslment the

two optical paths through the interferometer may be con-

siderably different. If such is the ease, and a light source

that would give relatively few fringes is used, then the

fringes cannot be found because their apparent location

would be above or below the test section and out of the light

beam. A satisfactoqs- ligh! source is a sodium-are lamp

or a General Electric B II6 merem.T lamp operated at an

undcrvoltage of about 60 volts. The lens in the beam

emergent from the interferometer is replaced by a telescope

placed some 15 feet beyond the interferometer. Inlcl'h, rcnee

fringes generally can then bc brought iltIo focus at, some
point between ttin light source and the telescope. If they

cannot be found, either the elimination of double cross-hair

images has not, been suffLciently achieved or the difference

in optical-l)ath length is too great. Inspection of each

cross-hair image tea the screens) with a magnifying glass

u'ill usually reveal that the elimination of doubling has not

been completely effected.

Once the fringes have been located, the molmchromator
is set. up. A B-II6 InercrlU 3" lamp is placed at the entrance
to the monochronm.tor. The slits are narrowed to about

0.3 millimeter and the prism set. to pass the 5,460-angstrom
line. The next. adjustment is to tilt the fringes iilto the

desired orienta.tion, say a horizontal position, by rotating

a splitter plate.

The next two adjustments are to move tlw fringes into the

test section and to adjust them to the desired width or

spacing. These two adjustments are ma(le simultaneously

by alternate rotation of the two splitter I)lates and by ob-

serving through the telescope the location and the spacing

of the fringes. This adjustmen°t is not difficult. For
example, suppose the fringes are located between S_ and the

telescope and are too narrow. The first step is 1o determine

which of the two beams goes through whi('h path in the

interfcrometer. This is determined by focusing the telescope

on lhe light source and blocking off one of the paths. It is

desired to have the beams cross in the test section mid_ay
between .'I/_ and S_. If the slope of the beam that passes

through the test section is positive with respect to the slope
of the other beam, as shown in figure 4, then plate $2 is

rotated counterclockwisc to bring the fringes back almost

to the test section. This adjustment may make the fringes

too broad. Then S_ is rotated clockwise to move the fi'inges

the rest of the way to the lest section and at the same time
to narrow thenL

The next adjustnlent is to make llw two optical-path

lengths through the interferometer cqual. With the fringes
in focus in or near the test. section, the slits are opened

until the fringes visible in the telescope become faint. By

rotating a compensating plate, the fringe_ are caused to

appear to pass vertically through the test section until they
disappear. The position of the compensating plate is noted,

and the plate is rotated in the opposite direction until tit(,

fringes with the greatest contrast have passed through

the test: section and the fringes again disappear. The com-

pensating ])late is then positioned halfway between the two
positions where the fringes disappeared. The interferometer'_

is then nearly in adjustment for white-light h'inges. Either

the monochromator is removed and a source of white light
is used, or the white light is placed just ahead of the first

splitter plate without disturbing the nmnochromator. (A

convenient point source is the zirconium-arc light.) Then

a slight adjustment of a compensating plate will bring Ill(,
white-light fringes into view. If the disturbance of which

an interferogram is to be taken contains a region in which

there is a density gradient of considerat)lc magnitude, such

as a boundary layer, the fringes will 1)e crowded together in

that region, and distinguishing individual fringes may be

difficult. It is advisable to ])lace the white-light fringes in

such a position that they will move, when the distm't)ance

is produced, into the region of density gradient and thereby

provide the fringes of greatest contrast in that region.

The final adjustment is to remove what might be ('alh,d

"twist" from tlle two beams. For horizontal fringes the
two Sl)litter plates have been rotated about horizontal axes

and the two images of the ligllt source, as seen in the tele-

scope, lic one above the other. It ,nay be, however, tha_

the two beams do not lie in the same vertical plane. If they

do not, sharp fringes can be observed only when the source

is a line of zero width (and is also vertical, for horizontal

h'inges). As it is necessary that the light source have a

finite width, in order to give enough lighl, then the fringes
will appear considerably hhlrred unless the rotation of the

plates is corrected in order that the two beams li_, in tb(,

same vertical plane. In order to check this, the telescope

is removed and the eye l)laced in the emergent beam some

distance away from the intcrferometer. The h'inges may

then appear to bc cocked at an angle to the horizontal.

If so, then as one walks towm'd the interferometer the fringes

will slowly rotate back to the horizontal position which they
had when viewed with the telescope focused on the test sec-

tion. By alternately rotating tile two 1)lares about their

nonhorizontal axes, the two beams can bc swamg until they

both lie in the same vertical plane and the fringes appear

horizontal when viewed front ])oth a close and a far position.

grhen all these adjustments have been made, the following
will be true:

(a) The fringes are centered in the test section.
(b) The fringes have the desired orientation.

(e) The fringes have the desired spacing.

(d) The white-light fringes are in the correct h)eation in

vertical Gross section through the test section.

(e) The two beanas lie in a single phme.

EVALUATION OF DENSITY FIELDS

Tim theory of the evaluation of interferograms of one-

and two-dimensional flow fields given here is no different

88176| 50 --2

,,, .// t-' ,¢ • fq,..D 7--r'- l_/c a_,. _ J ,a_
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fl'om that given elsewhere. (See reference 11.) The theory

is repeat,,d here for tile sake of convenience. The method of

measuring fringe shifts is t)elieved to be somewhat different.

The theory of the fot'mation of the fringes has been
discussed in a previous section. The production of fi'inge

shifts is illustrated in figure 9. Consider that when no

disturbance is present both beams travel in air of density p
aml reft'aetive index n. The value of the refractive index

is a function of the density of the air, for a given wave

length of light, according to the Lorentz-Lorenz relation

or

n2- 1 '.'.K.... .-,

-I --- --]/ v

_+I (n-1)ocp
n 2+ 2

Because n is very nearly equal to unity, the equation can
be written

n--l=k; (1)

where the constant of proportionality k is the Gladstone-
Dale constant. Then

n--1 n'--i

P pt

or

Now h'l one o[ the two beams pass, for the distance L,

through air of a different density o' and index _', and let.

/

/ntensify intensify
wiCh wifh £/ow

no £/ow

values of density and index be constant Mong the h,ngth L,

but let them be fimetions of the vertical coordinate y. Then

the wave fronts will be distorted, as in figure 9. The

amount of distortion or retardation .\" at _my pot||! is a

function of the velocity of light at that point. The tinn, for

passage of light, of velocity V' through a distance L is L/V:.

In that same time, light of velo(-ity V will pass tt|rough a

distance L+X. Therefore, __

But, since

then

or

But, since

and

therefore

L L+X

L LTX

V=--x

x=f, (x-x')

X= _ (_'- ,,)

x
= L c- (n' -'n)

I"0

By similar triangles, it follows that

Y X L
b X Xo (n'-- n)

Then, by use of equation (2),

01"

,,_,-(,o1)+,
p b n-- ,

If Y/b, the fringe shift in terms (,f fringe width, is designated

by Sty) and the quantity in parentheses is designMed by C,
then

r

P :-:CS(y) + 1 (3)
P

In this equation pt/p is the density ratio between some

position in the distm'banee and the undisturbed air.

The technique of obtaining the wdues of the fringe shifts

for a given cross section of the flow fiehl is simplified by.the

plotting of gral)hs. An interferogram is taken of ;the
undistut'b(,d fringes. (See, for example, fig. 10.) Then

interferograms of the flow field are taken. (See fig. 11.)

Then enlargenw_ds to at)out 7 diameters are made. A
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position ahmg the horizonial axis is rh(_sen aI which the

densily variation is In be determined. At tim[ position on

lhe enlargement of the und islurl)c(l fringe pat tern, a. vertical

line is drax_m, anti (he posilions of (.h(, fringes are measured
wilh a scale. (A piece of cross-sectional paper pasted on the

picture is useful.) Then lhe fl'inge posilions art, l)h)iled as

a function of the vertical coordinate y. .qu('h a plot is shown

in figure 12. A convenien_ position, such as the lower edge

of the nozzle opmdng, is chosen as/he zero of (he y-eoordiltale.

This position was local.ed on the picture in the following

manner: Two small pieces of drill rod were inserted i_tto the
lower nozzle 1)lo('k. From their aeiual (liameler an(1 lheir

measured diameter mt the I)iclure, /he magnification over
actual size was determined. From the knmxm distances of

these rods to the inside e(tge (>f (he nozzle, the ]oealion of the

edge emdd be found on the piclure. Two small pointers

placed in the camera, the shadows of whMl ran l)e seen in

the lower part of the interferograms, served (o locale, in the
pictures that did Ire{ include the nozzle on(l, lh(, horizonlM

line that wouhl extend to the nozzle edge. (The (we pieces

of drill ro(l were also use(l for checking t,he alinemmtt of (he

light beam with the nozzle edge. They a]'e placed on oppo-
site sides of the center of the nozzle. If lhe ali)wment is

eorre('(, lh(qt when, oll an in(,erferogram, (he proper dislmtee

is measured from each rod (o give the location of (he edge of

the j_.ozzle opening, (he same h)cation is ot)(aim, d for both

measurements.) Then, o)t (he enlargement of the inl(,rfcro-

FI_ARI,: 10. r,'ndishtrbed fringes.

gram of the flow fi(,l(l, at the same position horizonltdly, (he

positions of (he f,'inges were measured on a ve,'(i('al seal(*.

Then ol)(aining (he fringe shift as a. fllnclioll of y was simply

a matter of going to the first l)lo(. (fig. 12) with a value of y
and |he corresponding fringe numl)er, reading (her(, lhe

undisplaeed h'inge numl)er for lhe so.me wdue of y, and

su])tracting. For example, suppose thai f,'inge number 20

lay at y--17 in the flow intcrferogram, and fringe numt)er

8.4 lay at y=17 in the no-flow iuterferogram; (.h(,n the

fringe shift at, //=17 is 11.6 friltge widths. The densily

ratio between the place where 11= 17 and the undisl,url)ed air

is obtained from equation. (3). This procedure was carried

out for each cross section through the flow fiehl where i( was

decided to obtain the (h')tsity distribution.
Xo 1

The constant U=- Z- _ was determined for each cross

seclion through (he jel. The value of X0 was 5,170 ang-
st.reins. The wdue of n--1 wag detcrmine(l from equation

(1). The value of ,o, the density of room air, wa_ obtaiae(1

from pressure an(] (emperalure measurements. The best
eritical-( a.])le value of l" is 0.1167 cul)ie foot per slug for 5,170

angstroms. The width of the nozzle opening was 2.999
inches, and (his v.due would 1)e the value of L if there were

no end effects. A corrected value of L was arbitrarily

obtained as follows: The fringe shift, was plotted agailtst y

from (he undisturbed region, through (he bmuul'lry layer,

into the free-stream region of the jet.. The area under (h('

curve Was obtained and divided by the fringe shi ft. in the free

st.ream. This gave a positiolt at. which (he same fringe
shift, would occur if it. took place abrupt.ly, rath(,r than

gradually through the bounda W layer. The difference
between this positiml and the position of (.he edge of the
nozzle was sublraeled lwice from the a.etual nozzle width to

o])(ailt the value of L used in the consl.8nt, C. This method

is sumcienlly aceural(' for cross seetions close (o the nozzle.

EFFECT OF REFRACTION

When light passes (hrough a medium iJt which Ihe index
of reh'acliort varies in a direction lha(. is perpendicuhu' to

lhe initial direction of propagatiml of the light, thedireelion

of t)ropagatimt is rhanged, or the lighl is refrnelcd, ht the

mixing region of the jel eonsi(lered herein, the density of the
air varies, and eonsequenlly also the index of r(,frae.tion

varies. The purpose of lhe present s(,e(ion is lo (h,l(,rmine

wh(,lher the refraction, Mr t)ending, of the light, has a sig-

nificant (,fleet on the mixing-region density dislril)u(ion

o])(ained from illl erferograms.

Le( y 1)e the verlieal coordinate through l_he mixing zone
mt(l z the horizontM coordinate in (he (tireetion of (he light

beam. Because the air density irt (he mixil g region in-

creases as y increases, (.he light will be reh'aeted toward

larger wdues of y. If 4) represents the angle of incidence,
(hen Snell's law stales that, at any point in (he mediunL

sin ¢=--
Ct

where 17 is (he velocily of (he light and e_ is a constant.
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(a) 0 to 1_5 inches from nozzle. (b) 1!4 1o .q inches from nozzle.

(e) 3 to 4_ inches from m)zzle.

YmcgE ll.--Interferogram el" jet.

(d) 4!i to ,_,a_iim_hps from nozzle.
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(e)5_ to 7 inches from nozzle. (f) 7 to 8_/_ inches from nozzle.

FIGURE ll.--Coneluded.

Accordingly, therefore,

sin 4,

tan 4,= (1 sin 2 4,

therefore

_ t 2

dz

dy

dy__ "c_ )___z-_ k_o 1

It: is now required to solve this equation in order to find

Lhc amomtt, by which a ray of light is deviated i_t the mixing

region. First, it is necessary to express n as a filnetion of y.
In a subsequent section, the density distribution through

the mixing region is obtailwd. For the present purpose

this disll'ibution is approximated by a linear variation that

fits the actual variation over a large portion of the mixing

region. The density of the air at the outside of the mixing

zone is taken as 0.0024 slug per cubic foot and at the inside

edge of the mixing region as 1.5 times as great, or 0.0036

slug per cubic foot. The effect of refraction is greatest at

the place where the density gradient is the greatest.. This
occurs at, the cross section that is closest to the nozzle. For

the present investigation that cross section is 2 inches from

the nozzle. The actual width of the mixing zone fllere is

al)out 0.33 inch. Tile assumption is made of a linear density

gradient equ'd lo the average gradient across the mixing

region. The assumed density variation, fllen, is given by

the equation

p=0.0024+0.0036y

and the index variation is, by use of equation (1) and the

given value for k,

OF

n=l.00028+0.00042y

n=a+by

The differentia[ equation then becomes

dz = dy

cl a+_o by --

By substitutioll of

an(l

(/CI

bc_

q=Vo

(=p+qy
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then

On integration,

dz=-- d_

q(z+c_) =log_ (_5 _- l)

For evaluation of the integration constant % at z=y=0

-- " 2o)-,]
But at z=y O,

1- 1o v0el= =:- =-=- --
_ (y=0) a

Therefore

and

Therefore

qc:=log_ 1=:0

('2_0

25

/5

/0

/o
I I I

20 30 40 50
Fr/nq¢ position, mm from ClOture line

FIGURE 12. Localion of IlRdisturl)ed frillges.

I

6O
I

7O

antl

oi"

aZ=log, 1+ a l+aY --]

b b

, _¥, (b)e _ +e =2 l+aY

The path of a ray, therefore, through a medium of linear
density gradient is a eatenary. Because a is very nearly

equal to unity, lhe equation can be siml)lified to

eb'+e-b_=2(1 +by)

or, by use of the series expansion, to

I bz"-
Y_

The deviation of a ray on passing through the 3 inches of

the mixing region, from z=0 to z=3, is

y-- 12X0.00042X9

=0.0019 inch

The index of refraction at y=0 is

_=1.00028

and at y:0.0019 is
n = 1.0002808

The important quantity, though, is n--1. The light ray

emerges from the mixing region at. a place where n-- 1 (lifters

by less than 1 percent from its value at the place where the

ray entered the mixing region. For the jet under discus-

sion, therefore, the effect of refraction is negligible.

RESULTS

INTERFERO GRAMS

For obtaining interferograms of the mi.'dng region of the

free jet, of Maeh number 1.6, the interferometer was so

adjusted that slraight, horizontal interference fringes w, le

produced when there was no air flow, as is shown in figure 10.
Figure 13 shows the porlion of the jet of which interfere-

grams were taken for the present investigation. This por-

tion was the bottom part of tlle horizontal jet. for the first
10 inches fi'om the nozzle. The 10-inch length was covered

l)y taking a series of seven inlerferograms, each of which

covered a portion of the jel and its mixing region that was
l_ inches wide. Only lheabout 2}J in(,hes high and about l,..,

first six of these interfcrograms were used in obtaining the

density and the velo('ity distributions that are given in the
Spresent report. Fhe c six interferograms covered the first

8}._ inches of the mixing region. The interferograms are

shown as figures 1I(a) to 11(f). A composite of the six

interferograms is shown as figure 14.
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Three regions are distinguishat)le_ in these pi('tures. Tile

lower portion of each picture, where the fringes have retained

essentially the same spacing that they had with no air flow,

was laken with light that passe([ through nearly nndis-

turl)ed room air. The upper portion of each picture shows

the free-stream region of the jeL Tile center portion of each

picture is the mixing zone between the free room air an([ the

free-stream portion of the jet.

If the irregularities in tile fringes in the lower and tlxe
upper portions of the interferograms are averaged out, then

the spacing of the fi'inges is found to remain tlle same as it:
was with no air flow. This shows that fllei'e is uniform

density in each of the regions. In the mixing zone,.however,
the fi'inges are crowded together and there is _ density

gradient in that region. The density varies, in fa.c4, from

atmOsl)herie outside the jet to at)out l_.,' times atmospheric

inside the jet.

As can be seen in figure 11 (a.), at the end of the nozzle the

botmdary layer that has built up 'along the nozzle and fltat

emerges from the nozzle is much thi(,ker than the beginning

of the jet mixing region. At a distance of about 2 inches
downstream from the nozzle, however, this boundary hlyer

I

I -I

___' I , .5.. ¸. • _ .&

l i. 1
FIG_qtE 13.--Schematic diagram of nozzle, jet, and mixing teL-ion.

has lost its identity and there is only the mixing zone, the

undisturbed jet, and the room air. Only data taken fronl the

region between 2 and 7}{ inelies downstream fi'om the nozzle
are included in the present report. In that region seven

vertical cross sections were chosen, at 2, 2}j, 3}_, 41 j, 5}_, 6,
and 7}_ inches from the nozzle.

DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

The density variation along eaeh cross section was ob-
tained. The lnethod of obtaining the density variation was

first to measure the variation of fringe shift ahmg each

vertical cross section. This was (lone l)y the method de-

scribed in the section entilh,d "Evaluat ion of Density Fields."

Figure 15 shows a 1)lot of the density variation across the

mixing zone at the seven cross sections. On the verti_'a]

axis is t)lotted the ratio of density to atnlospheric density

P/Patm. Ott the horizoidal axis is plotted the nondimensional

parameter ay/x. The variables y and x are position co-

ordinates. The y-axis is vertical. The x-axis is not quite
horizontal but has been so chosen that. it coincides with the

line along wliich the density ratio is 1.1. This is the line

along which the velocity is 0.5 free-stream "velocity. (It

has been customary in the past to place the x-axis along the

0.5-velocity-ratio contour. For the jet under discussion,

this contour was at an angle of --1}{ ° to the horizontM.)

The paralneter z is an experimentally determined scale
factor. Its valuc is obtained by comparing the experi-

menta,lly deterInined velocity distribution with the theoret-
ical distribution. Figure 15 shows that there is fairly good

sinlilarity in tile density distributions. The lack of s('attcr

of the experimental points at the outside portion of the

mixing region is explained by the fact that atmospheric

density was used as the reference in the quantity P/Patm that

was plotted. The scatter that occurs at tile insith, part of the

mixing region can be attril)utcd partly to variations in

atmospheric density and 1)artly to variations in tile stagna-
tion temperature of the jet, both of whieli varied from

picture to picture.

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

From the densky dislributions tile velocity distrilmlions
were calculated with the aid of several assumptions and

Fm_mE 1t. Compositc intcrfcrogram of jet, 0 to 8]_ inches from nozzle.
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approximations. It was assumed ihat the static pressure

in the jet and the mixing region was the same as [he pressure
in the room air outside the jet. The temperature distribu-

tions through the jet were then obtqined from the density

distributions by the general gas law.

For the different interferograms the room-air temperature

varied between 79.6 ° F and 80.1 ° F. The stagnation temp-

erature of the jet air varied between 71.6 ° F and 73.6 ° F.

(The stagnation tenaperature was measured with a thermo-

couple that was installed in the 6-inch pipe ahead of tire

nozzle where the air velocity was low, about 150 feet per

second, and the teniperature recovery factor was very

nearly equal to unity.) The assumption was made that
there was no heat transfer in lhe mixing region. The jet

and the mixing region were therefore considered to be iso-
thermal from the standpoint of stagnation temperahn'e.

For the calculations of velocity distribution, the assumption

was made that the stagnation temperature in the mix'ing

zone was the same as tire temperature of the room air.

Then, from the constant stagnation temperature and the

slatic temperature dist.ribu_ions, the velocity distributions

were calculated from the conservation-of-energy equation

u;= 2c,,( L,_t-- T)

where u is the velocity and cr is the specific heat at eonslant

pressure.
Tollmicn obtained (reference 1) the theoretical velocity

distribution for the mixing region of an incompressible jet.

Itis results, given in table I of reference 1, are shown in figure

16. The vertical eoordinale is U/Uo, where v0 is the free-

stream velocity. The horizontal coordinate is again ay/x.

(For this figure only, the position of the x-axis has not been

adjusted to coincide with the u= 0.5 contour but is horizontal,
ql 0

at right angles to the y-axis.) Tollmien's results show that
the outside edge of the mixing region of an incompressible

jet is given by zy=_2.04. Furthermore, Abramovich found
x

(reference 3) that compressibility had no effect on the value of

ay/x at the outside boundary of the mixing region. Iie

treated theoreiically a jet in which the slagnaLion tempera-
ture was the same as that of the ambient "dr and in which the

free-stream velocity was large--up to the velocity of sound.

IIe also treated the low-speed jet in which the stagnation tem-

perature was different fl'om the temperature of the ambient

air. He found that compressibility effects arising from the

high velocity or from the temperature difference did not affect
the w|luc of zy,/x at the outside boundary, but lhat the wdue

for both cases was --2.04. In the present report, t]wrefore,

this wdue has been accept ed as correct.

Tolhnien's results also show that the inside edge of the

mixing region of an incompressible jet lies along a value

aY=-0.g8. Abramovich found, however, that [he value of
x

ay/x at lhe inside boundar3- should be affected by eompressi-

P

Pat_

1.6

/.5

].4

z3

1.2

/./

tO

-5

V W

I A

-4 -3
l l I 1 I 1 I 1

-2 =1 c9 / 2 3 4 5

g_//x

FIGURE 15,--Variation of density ralio through mixing region, w=lS.
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INVESTIGATION WITH AN INTERFEROMETER OF THE TURBULENT MIXING Oil' A FREE SUPERSONIC JET 1

bility considerations. IIis analysis, however, was not ex-

tended to supersonic velot'ities, and no theoretical wJ.lue for

ay/x at. the inside boundary is available for supersonic flow.

The quantity a was introduced in the theory of free jet

mixing as a scale factor. (For example, see reference 1.)

The theory does not give the vahle of _, but its value is deter-

mined by fitting the experimentally determinetl velocity

distribution to the theoretical velocity distribution. In the

present case, the inside boundary of the mixing zone is

clearly shown on the interferograms, and the angle that it.
makes with the free-stream direction can be measured and

shown to be 3 °. Because the theoretical value for ay/x at

this boundary is not known, the value of (r cannot be deter-

mined from the measured rate of spread of _he mixing zone

into the jet.. Furthermore, at the outer edge of the mixing

zone where aY=--2.04, the density gradient is extremely
x

small. An interferonlet.cr is not, very sensitive to such small

gradients, however, and the outer edge of the mixing zone
cannot, therefore, be determined accurately from the interfer-

ograms. Shadowgrams that covered an extent of 5 feet along
the jet were therefore taken. On the shadowgrams the outside

boundary of the mixing zone appeared to lie at approximately

6°. This angle would give a value of _ of approximately 20,

It, was felt,, however, that the shadowgrams might not ac-

curately indicate the true 1)oundary of the mixing zone, and

that the most satisfactory method of d(_{ermining _r wouhl be

to choose a value ,hat wouht give the best fit of the experi-

ment.ally determined velocity distribution with Tollmien's

theoretically determined velocity dist.ribution over the sub-

sonic portion of the mixing region. First., Tollmien's curve,

shown in figure 16, was shifted horizontally by 0.39 in order

that the 0.5 vahte of U/Uo wouht lie at the zero vMue of ay/x,

as shown by tit(, solid curve of figure 17. Then the velocity

distributions that were calculated from the measured (lensity
distril)utions, as has been indicated, were l)lotted with a taken

_t r.
as 15 and with the x-axis taken along the--=0.o coniour.

_70

This value of _ was chosen because it nmkes the data agree _
with Tolhnien's curve between about 0.2 and 0.6 on the ver-

tical scale. A_ values of u/uo smaller than approximately 0.2
the data are probably not very accurate. At values of u/uo

greater than 0.625 the flow is supersonic, amt it is {o be ex-

peele(1 that compressibility effects alter the velocity distribu-

tion from that of ineompressil)le flow. In fact, figure 17

shows that the inside boundary of the mixing region of the
ay
"--'= 1.12, compared with 1.37 for the in-supersonic jet is at x

compressible jet. In the supersonic jet,, therefore, the mixing
region spreads into l,he free stream at a slower rate than in

an incompressible jet.

/.g

/.0

.8

U/Uo

.4

.2

1 _l 1 ] 1 I I L t 1 _/

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 / g 3 4 5 G

FIounE 16.--TheoretieM velocity distribution for incompressible mixing zone. (From reference 1.)
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The value of o" obtained here can be compared wit l_ the

values obtained by other invesligators for incompressible jets.
Measuremenis in a large jet at G6ltingen (see reference 1),
in which the free-stream veloeily was about 100 fcct per sec-
ond, gave a value for a of II.8. Liepmann and Laufcr slate
(reference 8) that Cordes found a value of 11.95 for or. Liep
mann and Laufcr found that for their jet, which had a free-
stream velocity of 59 feet, per second, the value of (r was 12.0.
These values arc to be compared with the results of the pres-
ent measurements, which give a value of 15 for a for a jet of
Mad_ number 1.6. Because _r is a measure of the rate of

spread of the mixing region, the mixing region of the present
supersonic jet spreads less rapidly than that of incompressible
jets. The rate of spread of the outside boundary is _}l/Slha[
of incompressible jets. The ratio of the rates of spread of the
inside boundary is even less, as is shown by the fact that in

-13gure 17 the inside boundary lies at a smaller value of (ry/z
than the theoretical.

In the theory of/he incompressible jet, it has been custom-
cry to assume that the value of the "mixing length" is con-
stant across the mixing zone and that the value of the mixing
length 1 is proportional to the distance froIn the nozzle,

I_CX

The constant of proportionality c is _!_"2_3. For the sub-

sonic jets, with a=: 12, ll,e propod ionality constant c has the
value of 0.017. For the supersonic jet, with o= 15, the value
of c is 0.012. ]]y llt(' use of tlte h,Jt-wire method, Liepmann
and Laufer have shown that the mixing length is not constant
across the mixing zone. If a is taken, notwithstanding this
fact, to be a measure of the amount of turbulence, then the
present measurements show that the mixing region of a super-
sonic jet is less turbulent than the mixing region of a low-

speed jet.
Figure 17 shows that the velocity distributions at the vari-

ous cross sections are similar. The figure also shows that the
flow in the mixing zone is turhulcnt, because the rate of

spread is linear, in agreement with theory, as compared to
laminar flow in which the rate of spread is a function of the

Reynolds number based on the x-coordinate.
Figures 15 and 17 show density and velocity distributions,

respectively, at seven cross sections. These cross sections lie
between 2 and 7}_ inches downstream fi'om the nozzle. In-
terferograms of the region from 7}_ to 10 inches downstream
were also taken and density and velocity distributions were
obtained. Thesc distributions were very similar to those

shown in figures 15 and 17. The distributions so obtained,
however, at these distances from the nozzle are not necessarily

1.2

/.0

.8

_/_o

.6

.4

.2

-5
.... 1 __ •

-4 -3 -2 -I 0

av/x

FJtIURE 17. Variatioll o1"velocity ratio through raixing region, a=lS.
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accurate. At lt) inches, tile pafl_ length of the light through

lhe mixing regions on the two sides of the jet is about 3 inches.

Tim effect of this on the results was reduced |)y the method
described in the section entitled "Evaluation of Density

Fields." When the effect is large, however, it is not certain

that the method of correcting is at all accurate. For that

reason no results are shown in the present report for distances

greater than 7,_._inches from the nozzle.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

It, has been found that, for the free supersonic jet of Math

number 1.6,

1. Density distributions through the mixing region were

similar to each other at the cross sections investigated.

2. Velocity distributions through the mixing region were

similar to ea('h other at the cross sections investigated and
were similar to Tolhnien's theoretical vdocity distribution in

the subsonic portion of the mixing region.
3. The turbulence in the mixing region was less than that

for incompressible jets.

4. The rates of spread of the mixing region, both into the

jet and into the ambient air, were less than those of incom-

pressible jets.

LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY AIR FORCE BASE, VA., January 21, !9/_9.
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SYMBOLS [ " " " SYMBOLES

I
Symbols and formulae that occur in a singlr tabTe are expInhwd I,(._ svmhoIe_¢i, furmnle_ qul se pr_senfen! dan,q une seule t_

there• .. son! expliqu6•_ h e_,tte place.
d Density.

F Formula-weight in accordance with the prlntod formula.

As subscript, g indicates that the quantity perlah]s 1o the gas.

tl As snb_eript, tI indicates that the quanlity pcrtalns to
hydrogen, II:.

.,1[ Molecular weight• -"

n Index of refraction referred to a vacuum.

p Pressure, , . . ',_., ._

X "Wave-length.

X= Value of h when the unit is lu = 10' _; X. - IO-*x._.

,. ." :

SYMBOLE -'. -. :,

,qymbole uml Formeln, ,lie in ether einzelnen-Tah,ql, x:OH_omm_n,

sind_dort erktiu't•
d Dieht.e. --

F Formelgewicht entsprcehend der gedrneltlm_ ];'oimt;]. '- •

g Als unterge._chriel,er (]e Index hedeut(,{ tT, dar_s sieh d_Crr,"_ve
auf ein fla_l_ezh,ht. ' '.-"".." "-"

tt .Als untergeschrie_ende Index bedeuloi, "II,'"das_ sh:h die
Grasse ruff Wasserstoff, tl'_ bezieht. " • _ _ " "/

M Molekulargewit.ht.. • . ..... . ::}:::..::::

n Breehungsindex altf des Vakm_m bezdgen, 4 -- " " -
p Druek. ........ 7.- -_._ _: i-7-_

), V, ell mlange. _ - ::". ;. :_ =.:.>.:._:::

d I)cr_sit& " '

/" l;'orm_ hLpolds en accord avee la fornmlp imprim_e.

g Commd'gf!l_erit.,gindiquequela quantit_ se rapi)orte/tun I

lr Con,me ._oh_erit, IT indique que la quantit6 se rapport,
l'hydrr,gt%e, tI_.

M Pot,Is mol,_eulaire,

n ladiee ,ldr_fraetion p.,tr rapl_rt au vide.

x Longy,u r_id'nn de.

xt, Valeur ,'1,_,_ lorsque l'tmit_ est, I_ _ I0 _ ,_; X_ - lO-_Xl.

• .:.:::(,_: . . "

.... ";Z.%.-
4-:-'*"

" :" " " SIMBOLI

1 simb_li c"I_, • f,_rmule ehesi ineontrano in ogni singola' tab_

• .:_'_ sono ivi ._piegale. "

d Dcn_d?_'._'::: " . " -
F ]r_;,'mii_i_,_o eorrispomlente alla formula stampata.

# Qu:_itdu vtene posto _otto, g indies ehe la quantitK si riferi
- ,dlo',-t t) i) gasoso.

II _. Q, taii;l;i:-_;ihn__. _ . posto _tto, It in,lies ehela quantith s[ riferi_

--: .- alt'idr_:_eno IT,. •

.:_4r Peso TW,'_lm,tdare _- -.

n" .Indfi:,:-d; r_frazione riferito al vuoto•

.., %

........... ......

x# Wert you X, wenn als Ei,,l, eit-l_ _ 10 a ..,_ g!ltU_, = I0=2X_. _; V:dor,idi•$7?quandol'unlt_, _ 1,, = lO' _,; x,, - 10-'kL

The radices for sohds and liquids are given r,,r the aetugd tenrper- 7:7 i .)i:i-:,:•j_m, aXcr]vrrv: Day A|n.--(Oontinue.d)
atures at. which they were determined; tht)._e f_,r gas_,s and vapor:_ ._'..i -'.:-.-..,_-:-..

o . -% ..,

have in most eases I,een redueo,l to 0°C and 760 mm of ltg by -='- .......... :;_"

_ome one of severa], not always concordant, formula�., A,_ vnlne_

obtained previous to 1898 have been collected hy Dnfet. (a:_), such

values are, in general, omitted from this /4eel;ou if mq_:e: r(een{

data of equal or superior accuracy are available}-,'_ diseus.nion dr
them will usually be found in the recent papers. " " ": . -"-'.

The variation of the refractivity with temperature a_d pre_mire

has been given special eonsideralion in the csse _*f air; for o, her

gm*es and vapors the available data are included wiihthe refrac-

tivities in 'Fable 4, it there is an indication that the idea! gas laws
do not apply.

REFRACTIVITY 0F "AIR .......-':':-':• -= :-':

Except as the contrary is stated, the following data refer • to dry
air containing the normal amount 0 03 _ O.... .... (. _;,) of C_. D&,l,_ing
_ms amount of CO= will increase n by le_ than I ill 10}'(_4) " -

TA_rlLZ I.--RzFrtaCTIVlT_ =OV DIiy _ A_ _ • "

For d_spersion formnlne, sec Tnhle 2; m_,'of X -- I ,_; of p = I

mm of Itg; temperatur.e/= /,°C

(A) Range: X = 2218 to 8999. p = 760ram (84). 'O_iservations '

were made at constant t, and gave (tlree|ly the values ofn for

pressures near 760; these were reduced to p = 760 on the a_sump-

tlon that over this short range (a - 1)/p is independent of p.
For smoolhed vahw.% se_ Table 3.

t ooc I 15_c I 3o0c
x (n s.L)t0'

2218Cu [ .... ] _9,_272246Ca 296.0'1

_ . -. T . . . L

:. - t_: ..... O"C !

2:.;Q:3(:_ -"

:.' 236!-,Cu: .=

......... - 322,3,1

2-t0G(_.t "_ 322. _7

2_llC_i.:._i 320.90

:"_ 2.192(_:q.: : 319.66

• _ 26ISC_L- 31.t.58

-.: 2739F(:: ,. 310.17

276_3C/i- Y 313.9.1

....: _s._W_i- am as

:] 2f,3I Fe_)u 308.58_gs2(:,;! . 308.06
o'-_:---, , , _..

_91 .RF6 ' ,307.98
-- 2961C(F; 307. g3

2987F0 _ 307.37

2997(.'u 307. ,12

3010(5[': 307.82

3036_(7u "[ 308.41

3055Fe _

3063C'n :( 306,61

3o731,_..
311_-;F0. 30-t. 80

,,rt-3 I, ,,l_e 303.43

3205Fo, 303. R2
32_,(IFe 302.89

33,t7F_ 802.27

15_C I 3o°c ,."

(a - 1)10'

305.00

304.66

301.22"

296.24

293.20

295.03

29.t.08

292.10

291.23

291.40

291.S0

291.53

289.,18

290.82

291.05

2,90.12

288.98

289:40

288.49

237.25

285.70

290.75 7

287.90 "

286.71::-:
286.9(_

280.Z_

285.77

283.$6

280.40

278.71 -

277.93

276 83

277.41---

275.21

274.62

274.48_-:

274.26

275.19

274.50

275.07

274.73

274.64

272.02 -

272.71 :

273.25

272.08 •

, '. ,

o --.
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REFn %("TIVfTY: DRY Am.--(Conlinuol)

,%

.'1131.'c

3-|$5Vc

33t3Fc

3591Fc

35101%

3650Fc

3701Fe

3753Fe

37,_7Fe

37.o0Fc

3S13Fc

3S.I(;Fc

3S55Fc

3.%WFc

3906Fc

3935Fc

3()69Fc

3977Fc

39S3Fc

,1605Fc

4021Fc

4076Fc

4095Fc

411_Fc

41 -I 7Fc

,ll91Fc

4210Fc

d213Fe

4233Fc

42,15Fc

42_2Fc

4315Fe

4352F0

,1369Fe

4375Fe

4,122F0

4.127Fc

,I .I£-I Fo

4.I94Fc

4531Fc

4547Fe

4592Fc

4002Fc

46-t7Fe

46911;'o

4736Fe

° 4789Fe

4S59Fe

.i903Fc

4966Fc

5001Fe

5012Fe

5051Fe

5110Fc

5167Fe

• 5171Fe

5232Fc

5266Fe

532.1Fc

_i30?Po

5455Fe

5506Fe

0_C

302,36

301) .I5

301. O0

29S.89

29_.61

299.$7

299.64

298.80

297.75

29_.14

299.33

297.9S

295.62

297.37

297.17

297.04

296.66

297.34

297._0

296,36

296,59

295.61

296.08

296.75

295,42

295,47

295.09

29,i.73

294,3i

29,t.63

29-i.30

293.89

293,57

293.S0

293.76

293.32

293,55

293.59

293.05

292.68

293.09

293.42

293.87

293.61

292.44

292.26

[ 15°C [ 30_C

(n - I) I0 _

2_5.97

2S5 70

2S5.$0

2S4.50

284,24

2_3,63

2S3.42

2_3.18

283,16

2S2.91

282.92

2S2,61

2_2.16

291.48

2_I.9_

2_I.59

282.14

281.75

2sW57
2_1.61

2S0.95

2_).93

239.7S

2S0.77

2S0 81

2S0,53

2S0.71

2S0..17

2S0.76

2_0.04

2S0.59

270,61

279,83

279.28

279.67

279.64

279.4,i

278.99

279.19

279.07

27_,78

27_.52

27S.92

277.84

27s.76

275.32

278.91

278.30

276.40

27_.43

277.93

277.69

277.92

277.59

$77,10

277,34

277.28

... :_.'.

::.!
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Rr:v_t$cra'rrv : Ih_v Atr,--(Continued)

;=.. ! 5°C

271.56

271.50

271.49

270.00

269,96

257 90

268.$0

26_,95

26S.22

5569 Fe

51)21Fc

5555l,'c

5709Fc

5763Fe

5S52Ne

5%g I N c

5S83]"c

09341' e.

5911Nc

6f_3Fo

6029Fc

6f_65 Fc

6074NC

6t_lSNc

6 t <"1_;1%

51 .l:lNe

5163Nc

619iFc

6217Ne

6219 Fc

6Lgi0Fu

6216F:,"

6.o,I;e

6266No

fi297Fc

_- 630 f Nc •

6318Fe,

fi331Ne

- : 633.5Fc

63_2N¢

C,,"i93Fo

6 I001%

6.102Xo

6.13OFe

61521.,"6

619,IFo

6506Ne

6532No

6546_e

6563 II

_" 659_Nc -

6(;09 Fc

60 )3I'c

667SNe "

6bt b;be _

6717Ne

6, .,0k

6752A

68-11Pe

6513Fe

6S71A " -

6916Fe

'- 6929Ne "

6937A

69't5F0

6965A

6975Fc

7016Fe

7023F0

7030A

7032Ne

267.61

263.9 I

26_. 14

257.73

266.99

25S. 87

267.60 -

256.6,'4

- 266.87 -.

266.97'

266. ,_0 "_

265.07

266.38

256.28

266.39

266.44

265.62 :

265.50

965.49

265.49 --r::3:

264.97--

2(',5.36

264,74

264.65

261.71

264.60

264.20

264.20

26,t. 33

263.90

263.7,'t

263.64

263.65

263. OS

263.6'

263. 't3

263.60

30"C

e, *:_ 7,_ -:]29,- .,9 _ ,;_

293. I3/J

2,q2..37 -,_
293,16

292.51

292. ]6

292.,_5

291 S9

291.52

2_t .,_3"

.-.. -

291 26 "

290, .10

:-;,%" :.

.

291.06

-: 2r,l.n _ -=!:
/i"

N ']:

291 Ol

290.55 '

-206.7o .?.

290.90

277.90

277.61

277.07

277 13

276.75

276.92

276.S1

276.75

276.71

276.36

276.58

276.70

276. ,12

276.36

276.60

276. ,19

276,21

276.70

27_;. 15

276.29

276,79

275.73

275.07

276,.19

27-l.65

275.77

276.7,t

276.16

275.31

276_36

276.37

276.51

276 32

_L: 276.It

- 276.90

276.22

- 276.10

276.10

-.. : .. ,-..-276 02

276.02

291.69 -- 2*6.28

291.36 ...... 275.96
.... :- 275..16

200.75 '- 276.02

276. O2

290.19:_ - ":i 276 .,2-1

-". --= " 275.G0

29O. 70 "

'/. --.7:. ' 275 09

.7 - 275.76

275.45

2S9.97 274.93

274.87

2!K).39---- .- -, 275.08

276.54

290.01 _.

27,t. 90

275 71

263.13

253.26

263 O0

262.82

262. ,t 1

262.96

262.99

263.$8

262.99

2521 41

262.40

252,61

262.61

262.3,1

262.59

262.66

262.07

262.57

262.38

262.47

262.10

262.40

262.03

262.39

261.53

262.1S

• 261.80

262.15

262.27

261.98

261.96

261.25

262.74

2(;1.82

26[._1

262.65

260.94

263.33

261.84

262.13

261.45

261.74

• .-. , ) _/.'

...... -]i .- .... , ....-:-..- - ,.::-..:.-r . .., . -_:_ _,:'_<

• " " " .:.,,: " ". i' " ' ' .... :::::.. - - ., ' .- .,.' [i_:i

• " - . ":3- . oZ:'== =- -_3:"_ :; _7:,.'_:_=./',_ • " - -:-" :-:--""" " - - " --





'| .... IN'F I.;RNATION'AL C 1¢IT [CA l, TA BI,Es

It_rnACTIVITV: Din" &m.--(C, ntb_,,.,l) (B) Vnlue_ hvv3,rioq_.l,_orvc.rs. Rmme: X = 2 652 to 130000,

l 0°C L___. 15=C 30"C For ohl,,r wd,,'_, .,,'c (2s, _4, ss). l);mt ro4,cad by tlJe formula
......... 76f_ 1 4- nt - :

...... r = (n - I)10 m ......
X (n - 1)10 _ r0 _ r 1 + yp' "

7a?,'_Fe 261. f_l , --_-".... --P ---:-

. 7059Nc 273.70 _, ] r, X 1 r, X [ re

. 76_7A 271.sT . v - u, _,_-a.fT,q.... _-_WOo_-', is,) -
7O(I_;F,, 290,2.1 27(i. 71 262.41 (2,_) a = 0.003670 (3 s)
70901". 290.53 2 652 311.00 5 89.1 292.98 5 461 I 2{11,41

- 7130Fe 289.87 275.76 26"0 90 2 89.1 30_ 02 67 09.1 2£8.06 (as)
7147A 27-1.9.0 " 2 067 _07'J17 $6 7S.l 2£8.75 1
7t61I:e 289.50 27d.12 26t.36' 3022" 3n6.62 4 359 ] 295.2
71738e " 275.67 3 I£,_ JOI.30' 5 461 202,9

71'_7I,'e 27.I.93 262.(1,t 3 965 298.00 _' -" 7(103 -_,

7207Fe 275,29 t .171 295 5,5 a - 0.003670 (?s)*

7223I:e 29n.57 260.S{1 ,I 713 I 291.10 10 000 290 84)
72,158e 275.21i 261.66 5 016 I 293:_'_ 20 000 289 8 000 200.9

= : 7272A 27.1 58 5 $76 [ 291 '3d 30 000 289 I0 000 280.7
-,_, , 6 g7_ ' o, -.,,.,_.}i e %i.,15 262.24 . .31 _fl 40 000 289 20 000 288 o

: 7372A 275.12 "/ -: 0. ct = ,1_ *Based on preced|ng 30 00O 288.5
" - value f,,r x _ 5gOt, Kdrh

" 7.3'.;3A 274,66 • } .... (14) .,_/.. O s) 40 000 288.0_gY_,I I 50 000 .9"_ " 7369I,'c 289.77 "" ',._,1 ,I8 .I ,%1 I 287

::4 7.1 t t Fe 290.06 27,511 fl: ..... [ • 262.03: 5 461 [ ')r/;i<i';0 63 000 287.3

q - 7.t3_,Ne 27.1 2t .. [ 5. 7pO ] 20_.t[8 (_i) 80 000 287,8
..=: t '291'92 5 4(31 [ 293.42 130 00t3 286.9," . 74_Fe 290,.3(; 275.6',' . 1' _i_{_.f:t (; _,_'_

- i: 7495Fe 290.68 276.15 [ 2t)1.27 :':' •
7503A 27.1.._ -i 7::'..£ ..... i Variation o[. ._'"_'zctivity. of Air with Temperatur% Pressure and
7511Fe 27.1.97 ] =_ _ . . .::..:-- Humidity

- 266 t3,5 " "::'"

' 7514A 27,1.89" " - "....... " :i; Tcm-p,,,',,_t_tffb:._'-'(n - l)o = (a - 1),. (I + at). Meggers and
• : .... 0.000003

7531Fe 289.72 274.07 261 .¢,¢_ (._4) flnd_ 0.00367 + MI ?• "" 756bFe " P_,tt, rs _, , l{oeh (38) and Stateseu

• 75_9"i;e 200.30 t..._(;f.66 (rs)u_,.,i_- [,_.ii03670; pb,'ar(I.,(s�) used a = 0.003716; Cuthbert-
. 76201:c 274.SI -- 25q..17 v_m (ta), lh)_,_\!l (a_), and m_;t of the other workers have used,

::_ i. 7635A 27rl 61 " O n'_ 0.003663._ _'z'_3. At t =-189 to -I,£8_C, Ayres (a)

.:,. -. 7(Ulll.'e 289.58 271.SI - 2,31.12 ot)(ai,_,,-I the f(,llmviug v,qlues, agreeing with those of Scheei (_s):
• - 77101,'e 261.12 ....................

,X. :_. ..... _1 507 [ 7:15 !�l.tmn, ofI{_[ ]

. 772 l.'t U7-1..19 " -- "- ............. _........ ,,
r) ,( ,-177tM,', .s.).0. 27-t 17 2,i0'.'31 516| _{, -:__ (n -- l)10' 651,3 [ 05t.1 11£9.0

: 7780Fe 2S9.74 27t.73 2[;0.29 ,5,75_ ,_, _-[. (n -- 1)10 _ (153.3 .[__.,95l 1 , 1186.4 "

; 7._32Fe 290.23 275.06 26l .12 : Pre_ ,r_--:Fsr,smrdl ra,tges in p, t eOIlSLItllt, (_, -- 1)/p may

! 7937Fe 288.7,'3 274.55 261.51 l,ereg:mh',l a.g?_cons(anL Opinions differ regarding the effect of
- 7915Fe 2_..19 271.7l 261.27 : rel:_fiv(,lv gr,'i_t, t_hanges Malhews (83) concludes that (n l)]p

" -" : 79 ISA 274.54 i._ eonst:,.tA, o_:cr:fhe range p = 26 t_ p = 7130 nun, but man y eon-
7998Fe 2_£.67 274.87 260-.66 _ _irler tha! M._-q,:art's relation, (n- 1)/p = K(I 4"3"p), fits the

.0
8006A 27.1.58 t_l _,'rwtftuu_ i_:itter; the fnlh_wing values have been used for %

: 801.IA 27'1.36 -_. tlu; lmiL of.22 t)qlng i mm of He:

: 801r, i,'e 2S9.03 275.01 " 260.50 x ........... ;,iS, ..... .1 5 .i61 5 461 5 462
'.} ' 8085Fe 290.26 273.02 261.00 .. _........ .:;;:". 0 to 760 0 to 750 760 to 7 600

- S103A 27.t.28 10_7 . 357 +'{19 667 + ['7 51 4- 5
}' 8115A 274.20 I,it ................... (sz) (st) (s_) "

.; 8220Fe 2£9.52 273.61 261 .22 .... X....... -.......... _. ::-/,. .... 4 3o9
826.1A 274.25 " ": 4000 to 5 000 to

_' ! .'-t. - 6 500 86 000a 8327Fe 289.43 273.88 - 2_0 (66. =--
83S7Fe 289.0.t 27,1.12 259.93 . p ........... ....-::_,-.... ,C,0 to 7 600 near 760 0 to 760"

_I ..... :- [ *k: 10 v ......... .'.'2 ...... 53 _ 5 210 70 "
8.t08A 274.36 Lit ......... ' _,::: ...... [ ( sa ) (_) ( 3 s ) r'--! 8 I2.tA 274.27 ._

S4¢}_qFe 2_0.01 260,66 " For ih¢ ra.fi_J'X = 4650 to 5090 _t, p = 30 t_ 100 aim., t =

:, 851,tFo 274.59 • 260.42 to 1.FC, it h_._]W.en fot.nd (_0, 71, .ta) thal, what.ew_,r the pressure,

i_ 8521A ] 274.63 . : (n - l :;_ +,:= 0.0056376 54.01 (10)-t _ --• SStlt_e 2_0.0o _-g::"ii_ ,).98o86{_ +----£j-- + Xi -j '"-:

' : 811611"0 _88,10 } 27't .07 260. In l:or vnria t[¢,ti:'_t:ith p at t = -- 188°C, .¢e_.preceding text. --'

:: 867,1Fe 261.26 ..... , T" ,_- . t,,trn_.,n,y.-- .. na and n,, index for dry air and for airin _
8688Fe 288.73 273.41 260. t,_ whit.h the p_r.tiaI pressure of water vapor is m ram' of.He, rhea

; 8824 Fo 273.55 260.5.1 -
! $999Fe 273.56 250.15 Lqrenz (43) emwlu(les that na - n= + 41m(10) -t .: '; .'.
; ....... 760

i'_ . . ...... , _: .L.,%._-,;_ .... :,:_:; _:,, ,. ,, ...... • ,.,._. --."-"_7_=
:4 ......

;_--7-_- -'_e'z_-?fv*"='7_:'.'.._-';_':2:.- :_.:i;..'.;_.a37.T:--,:_;;L_.::.;.i'- " " _ .4. • , " - - :._ .. • ..:.;=:.::._2,...._2_.
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ILEI' IL.kCT] VITY-:-AIR

T,_r: 2.--DLsvEnsloY Fom_wLar, rou Duo Al_ T'_m,u' 3..--,('onHn,te,l)

),,, = 10-_ka, unit. of ha = I _ h (n --- 1)10 _ _x _,

For the formuh_ (n - 1)10 _ = #/(1,- X_), Culhhert,_o'n (14) 3 750 2¢,3. 179 I .0619 7,550

finds _ ,== 51 626, u _ 179.17; for tim Cmwhy formul'_, 3 S00 282.858 1.07t9 7.,I.12

(n - 1) I0 _ = A q- R,k_ _ q- Ch_p the following values have been 3 S.r_) 252.Y,51 1.0878 7.337

f,)u,ld, lImse of (54) lwi,g the best. Temperature is t, °C; pre.*.*ure 3 900. 2_2.259 1 1008 7 •235

= 760 mm of Ilg, except as noted. 3 950 251.979 1 1138 7. 137
4 000 2RI 1 7.0.1l

t, °C [ A B [ C '[IO00B/AIIO'C-/A I Lit._. - , '-- 4 050 25_I..I56 I 1399 6.918
0 2,_7. 566

11.3.t1210.037771 ,1.66-1_ 131.35 (s4) • .1 100 2_1.211 I 1530 6.857
15 "272.613

1.2288i0.035551 ,t.507o !130.3_ (84) 4 150 250.976 1 1661 6.769

30 258.972 1,22590.02576I_ 4.733"t ] 9_.47 (84) 4 2(10 280.731 1 1792 6.6.q3
0 257.957" 1 .q0.1* 0 I 6.264* t " (_s) 4 250 280.5:',6 1 1923 6,599

0 12s8,02 [1.4s2 0.0309 5.1.,,; ao7 ._ (59) 4,300 2_o.a_ i 205.t 0.51711 , , 5•638* [ 5.t.(n (?o,_l,?_) .1 3:,0 2"30.I30 i_218(_ 6..t37
• l"re_'dof CO2. 4 ,1(10 ;J.7fl 939 1 2317 0 360

I For pressures betwcea 30 al_d lO0 atm., t - l:;mC, 4050 I < X < 50_') ,_, '| 450 27'} 755 I. 2 119 6. 285

4 P,(RI 279 575 1 2551 0.211

4 550 279 .-10S 1. 2713 6. 139

•t 6(R1 719.2.I.I 1 2R.15 6,069

TAmm 3.--Counr, crm,-,'s you Coxvm_T_xo W,tvn-r,zxm-ns _xr, 4 650 279 tl.q6 1.2978 6.0130

T:_I_R RECWROCAL.q IN Alrt AT 15_C A,','D 760 ,'a.',_ ¢,F II¢_ TO 4 7(_ - 27._ 934 I .3110 5,933

Tl,mu VALUE. °, IN a VACUUM ($4) •| 750 27S.78_'. 1.32.12 5.868

If X,, X, - values in air and in vaomm, r_._pectively, then X, _ 4 S00 278.6t6 1.3375 5.80-t
'X 4 $50 27R, 51)5' 1.3505 5.741M "-k ,_x and 1/M I/ , + ,L,, whet,, _x nnd _ }moo the vnhw:.;

given in the table. The values of (n - 1) are those erm_pu¢-,I -I" 9'_) 27S.37S I .36.10 5 6S0
...... 4 950 275 "'fl',,a. 1,3773 5 620

by means of the equation (n - I)10 _ = 272,613 -¢- 1,2,_8,¢;_,," -_-

0.03555X_ _ which wns derived •from the ob._ervution8 in Ta_,I,, l, 5 000 27fi 137 1.39(16 5.56I
section A, Unit of X and (_x = ,_,; of a, = l cm -_ = 10 _ _,_"L 5 050 27_,00._ 1..1039 5.503

5 100 277 X93 1..1173 5.-I-17

X (n -- 1) 10 _ _x _, 5 150 277,7_ | l, 4306 5. 392

2 000 325.582 O. 6512 16.27-t 5 260 277.67,1 I. 4139 5. 336

2 050 322.012 0.6601 15.703 5 250 277 &39 1. 1572 5,2R5

2 100 315,786 0.6695 15.175 - 5 300 277.46_ 1 -1706 5.234

2 150 315,863 O, 6791 I 1.687 5 350 277 _370 1..[_39 5. l,q3

,2 200 313.207 0,6_91 1-1.232 - 5 400 277 275,, 1.,1973 5.133

2 250 310.7S7 0.6993 13.808 . 5 ,150 277. 183. 1.510O 5.0S.I

2 300 308.575 0.7097 13..t12 " 5 5[)0 277 ._9.t " 1.52-10 5.037

2 350 306.550 0.720.1 13,041 ', 5 550- 277.007 " I. 537.1 4.990

2 ,1()0 30l. 691 O. 7313 12. 692 5 600 27¢i 923 I. 5508 4.9.t-t

2 450 302,951 0.7,123 12.363 5 650 276.8.11 1.56-t2 4 S99

2 500 301 .405 O. 7535 12. 053 5 700 276 762 1. 5775 ,t. 85-1

2 550 299.9-t8 0.7649 II .759 5 750 276.6_5 . 1.5909 4,811

2 600 29S, 600 O. 776,1 11 . 481 5 ,_O0 27fi, 610 1 • 60,13 ,I , 708

2 650 297,350 O. 7880 I 1 , 217 5 $50 276. 337 1 , 6177 .1 . 776

2 700 296.18S O. 79!}7 10. 967 5 900 276..166 1 . 6311 4. 655

2 750 295.108 O. Sl 15 10. 728 5 950 2_ (;. o._ 1.6116 ,1.6-1.t

2 800 29.t, 100 0._235 10.500 6 000 276 331 1.6550 4.60_

2 850 293. 160 O, 8355 1 O. 283 6 050 276,2(15 1.6714 4. 565

2 900 292.280 0.8-176 10,076 6 I00 276.202 1.6S48 4 527

2 950 291.457 0.8598 9 .S77 6 150 276.110 1 ¢f,9_3 4,4,_9

3 000 290,655 0.$721 9.687 : -.:---_6 200 276.030:.:'. I .7117 4..152

3 050 289.960 0.8R.1.1 9.50,t: , --6 250 . 276 022 1.7251 4.415

3 100 2,q9,279 0.8968 9. 329 .- 6 300 275..W_o., 1.73S0 ,t, 379

3 150 288.638 0.9092 9.160 6 350 275..q09 :_- 1.7520 4.3-11

3 200 2881033 0.9217 8.998 " 6-,f00 " 275.855{ :_ 1.7655 4.309

3 250 2,_7,463 0.93,13 8.842 : 6 ,150 275.'802:-- 1.77_9 4.275

3 300 2S0.92,t 0.9.169 S.692 6 500 275751 - ! 7_2.1 4,2-|1

3 850 2_6.-115 O, 9595 8,547 6 550 275.7(R} !, 80.58 4.20S

3 -100 2_5.933 O. 9722 8. ,107 " 6 600 275.65 i 1.8193 4.175

3 450 285.476 .9,:9'_:19 ... 8.272-) 6 650 27.5.60,1 .; 1,8328 4,1,13

3 5I)0 285.0.t3 _-0 9977 ,'.I.1-12 - 6 700 275.557" 1.8162 4.112

3 550 2s-1.632 1.0lO, t 8,016 6 750 275.,_/11 1., 39_ .1.0_1

3 600 2,q.1.2.11 1.0233 7.893 6 SiX) 275.4¢,7 : 1.8732 4.050

3 650 2,_3.869 1.0361 7.77,1 O 850 275,4 23 " 1.8566 4.020-

,-, 3 700 283.516 1.0490 7,61_ 6 000 275,3_iI ': I .9001 3.990

...... . .-.- ,L:.__ :.,,. ,., i-:,_.-_.' _"--_.':v.::_,:_: -
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INTERNATIONAL CRITIC.,_tL TAItLE,"I

T,_n:,v, 3.--(Continuot) 3",_ul,_, .l.---R,:vn._cT_vrrY or {l,_sns AN-r) V._vons ._

For dispr-r_[on formulae, sea Tahlo 5

), (n- 1)10 _ 8x _, Order: F.l(,mcn_ary subslanees, pllro, eomponnd,*, m[xlure_l, "

6 950 275.339 1.9136 - 3.961 The fc,rmula u._ed for reducing tlm observations ia indicated, if

760(1 + at)
7 000 275.299 1.9271 3.932 known, hy I, I1, or IH: l_ ro ,= r'-p(-1-_l - "rp) unless other
7 050 275. 259 1.9.t06 3. 903
7 I00 275.221 1,95,11 3.,q75 values _re given, _ _ 0 and ,_ _ ]'_73; lI, ro -_ t,lo/d; III, ro " _
7 150 275.183 1.9676 3.S-17 r[(P/d),b,r, X [(d,t,_n].,7_o; r _ (n - 1)10 s. If the ga_ |a ideal

7 200 275.1-t6 1,9811 3.820 and di,domiG and if _" - 0 and a - ,l_,a(_ 0.003563), all threo :-;

7 250 275.110 1.99,15 3.793 formulae /,five the same value, and ro = 10_(a -- 1)o,_o. K

7 300 275•1)7.1 2.0030 3.767 to�p. Unit of ,X _ I _; of p _ 1 mm of Ilg; temp*'raturc - t,¢'C.

7 350 275.039 2.0215 3.741 1. _-Tah|e. Elemenlary Substances

7 400 275,006 2. 0350 3.715 A, Argon ; rf, (_2) * Br2._(Contin,f,1)

7 ,t50 27-t .972 2.0185 3,690 )_ 1 ro X ] ro

7 500 27-1.')I0 2.0620 3,665 I (_). 6 .l.q._ ] 1 157.07 550 274.903 2.0756 3.6t0 2 4.11.6 303.78 0 71)8 1 152.5
7 600 271 877 2.0,q.qi 3.616 2 .192.1 3{_2.80

-r -_ Cd._, Cadmium_ 7 650 271.8 l t) 2.1 fi26 3.,_J- 2 01 _..1 300.38 - "
7 700 27,t .S17 2. 1161 3.563 2 7_,;ql t 298 !i [1[ (ao)
7 750 2" " . " 5 I,_3 [ 2 780 "r4.,SS 2.1296 3.5!5 .... 2 _2! 4 . 297.1,1

"i 7 800 274.759 2.1.t31 3 522 2 96I 2 . 295.50 5 -t61 ] 2 725• 7 $50 27-1.731 2.1566 3.,199 3 .219.3 . 291,62 5 893 2 675

7 900 274,703 .... 2,1702 3.,176 ','." 4 275.1. • 2:_6,3,1 6 562 2 675

:! 7 950 .... 27:(_x_'_6- 2.1337 3.45.1 4 65I I 231.99 C12, Chlorine

8 00f} 274.650 2.1972 3,,132 5 105 6 :, 2£3.79 IH (ls)r :-

8 050 27.t.691 2.2107 3..t10 5 153.2 1_-283.07 ,1 799.9 791.66
2 ' 2_3.50.8 100 27.t.599 2.22.13 3 3_9 5 21,_,2 ] 5 085.8 787.91

8 150 27.1.57-i 2.2378 3.363 5 700.2 I '-2S2 55 5 209.1 786.51 -
8 200 27.l.5.19 2.2513 3.347 5 782.2 1.! 282..17 5 .160.7 78t.00 ' --

S 250 27,i.525 2.26.18 3..326 11I (]o)i_c f. (t_) 5 769.5 781,35 :.:_:

' S 300 274 502 2. 278.t 3.306 4 800 "1 - 2,¢;3.8 5 790.5 781.21 --

8 350 27-1 .,t78 2.2!)19 3.2_6 . 5 036 : 283.1 6 438.5 777.03 -:-
8 ,100 274 .,156 2 305.t _. 26!) 5 209 ,1 ." 282.8 6 707.S5 775 6.3

5 161 i ......282'3_. 8 450 27,t .43,1 2,3190 3.246 ]
- ,6._, ._ " .: i:i :.S 500 274 ..112 2.3.32.5 3 227 .5 7 . ] , 2,,1.7 F_, I,'Iuorino

8 550 27.1.390 2.3460 3.20.q 5 7C4) --- ] .- 231.7 III (_t)
:- 8 600 274.369 2.3590 3,159 : . " 6423, i[., 280.9 5 893 ] 195ea. ., =

8 650 27.1.319 -2.3731 3,170 .... " _ ,o, (_). H:,IIydrogen* -77

- 86l 17 -7"2,q0.0 I (14)
• * 8 700 27,t.328 2.3,_67 3.152 " '.i 16 - : ] ,t 1.I0.6,t_ . 8 750 274.309 2. t002 3. t:;l 5 0 o " .: . 235.6 861

S 800 27,1.289 2.-t137 - 3.116 .:::: 5 .t6I .] 2.gl.6 5 ,161 139.71
: : 8 850 274.270 2.4273 3.099. 5 .8,6...... ....._:/ ' 2b,'3.8 5 780 139.33

-" 8 900 274.251 2..t,t08 : : 3,080 5 ,q_6 -]i, 233 7 6 563 138.66
8 950 274.232 2.45t4 " 3.063 - 6 563 ....1:., 282.9 I (3s, 3_);cf. (a_) *'

: :: 9 000 27,t.21,t 2.,t679 3,0t6 ' 2 303 159.435 J

- 9 050 27.1. 196 2.,I,_15 3.029 -.- 4 359 285.1 2 379 157.69:1 "

...... 281.6 2 4 IS 156.300
.i _i 0 I00 274.179 2..1950 3.012 _ 5 ,161 - 280.2 2 ,t65 155.978
- .i 9 I50 274 161 2.50._6 2,995 5 770 -:: 9 200 274.14,1 2.522l - 2,979 .....= :' - 5 790 280.2 2 536 15_:.09"t
_. :: 9 250 274. 123 2.5357 2.9_3 6 ,t.39 279.6 2 577 15,t .017
:i .: 9 300 274.111 2.5492 2.9.t7 ...... *At.o'c "n_,d"7_:r_ mm ff_, (*_) 2 676 152.53/]

":. 9 350 274.095 2.5628 2.931 flnd,_ r, - 2_2.70.f_,_ h - ,_4623. 2 75t I51.510
:__ i; 9 ,1130 274.079 2.5763 2,915 _r.,._., a_ural.o lIia, _h,_,e¢ot ('*_- -_ ' 2 76[ 151.-t23

_ 9 450 274.06-1 2.5._99 2.899 " As:, Arsenic. 2 858 150.268 _--

_: 9 500 27,1.0,t8 2.6035 2.881 [I7 (:zo) 2 891 t,t9.873 -

-'_ 9 550 274.033 2.0171) 2,869 * 5 461 [].]. 1 579 2 926 149.530 _
!! 9 600 27.1.018 2.6306 2.85.1 5 893 ] 552 2 968 119.118

i_ 9 650 27,t.004 2.6441 2.8.39- _ " " Br_, Bmmiao 3 127 147.717 -
_ 9 700 273.989 2.0577 2.82t HfOP) 3 133 147.061

i} 9 750 273.975 2.6713 2.809 5 461 '._= 1 18.1,9 3 3.12 146.130

9 800 273.961 2.6848 2,795 8 600: :'!; -1 179.6 3 515 1,14.950!: 5 7_) 176.2 3 66t 144.321

:- 174. I 3 705 144. 103
_- 9 900 273.93.1 2.7119 2.706 5 750 i' .:" ' i 59 _50 273.920 2.72,55 2.752 5 S(D 173. 3 908 1.t3.246

o, ii 10 d00 273.907 2.7391 2.738 6 000 166.2 3 985 142.079

......... __. " --' -. ?:_2 _- - _ "." ' -,"_ii- '._ ,-- _', ;.j -._ " " '-

._: _ , --_ v-- _:" "r: r_" : :" ..... ----.'-:-''.-'" ".,_ : ;':: :':i':'::" "" . . .... . " ..,





4

,!

4
.I

-I

5

5
6

67

b__,

I{_.-- (Cow,tin ucd)

X

ofx
n79

]o9
360

917

.I(;2

_95
710

O91

_96

0_5

896

677

Snn

37s

$9c,
,128

35_

712

922

7sO
676 :-

2 753

2 _;.ql

3 022

3 3,II
4 026
4 471

4 713

4 916
b S76

I SSLI.6
1 862.7

1 935.8

1 990.5

2 303
2 379
2 536
2 75.[

2 894
2 968

3 342
4 048

4 079

4 360

5 ,i61

1.12 749

1,t2 .(¢12
1.12.550

I-I l 7n5

1,I0.527

139,6O0

139,2,1
13_.53

136.10

136.06

43)
13S.7

13Sfl
I 4s)

O, a _ 0._03,$1
130.2

t36.7

13S.3

r,o)
1-t0.8
1,10_6
I,t0,0

139,3

139.o
138.5

I (6s)
1,Io. 6

139.8

139.6

I38.9

137.6

I (=9)
151.87

150.61

1,19.73
1,t7.37

14,1, .10

142.80

142.38

1,t2,03
141.05

I (aa)
175. D:4
175.541

171 .$24 _
169.395

159. ,I18

157,681

154.690

151.500
1,19. 859

149.101

146. 133

142.741

142 632

141.773

139.65() f

*For the range 56 <p < 27_mm

of ltg and t - constant, (n - 1)10' -

kp, even at very lOW temperatures;

Ior X - 5461, k -- O.fi15 if ! --

-187.5°C, and k - 0,687 if I =

-]gI.I°C; for X-- 57_0, l-- --IO|.I°C,

k - 0.683 per mm of Jig (_),

t Same value found by 8eharherl

(tv).

I_EFItAC'FIVITY...GARE.g: A TO O=

x

4 80O

5 0_6

5 209

5 461
5 769

5 791

6 438

2 303

2 379

2 448

2 465
2 536

2 577

2 675

2 75,t

2 761

2 858

2 SOt
2 926

2 968

3 _12
3 5i5

3 $61

3 9S5
4 109

4 917

5 462

4 861

5 016

5 461

5 S76

5 896

6 563

Helium ; e$, (8=)
I r0

III (t 0)
35. n,I
3t. 99

34.9g
34.95

3-t._2

34.92
3.t.86

I (av)
36.258

36.1-16

36. O63
36.046
35 959

35 916

35 _27

35. 760
35.74!)

35 672

35,6_6

35.621

35. 605

35.396

35. 123
35. 197

35,173

35.139

34.099

3,1.925

I (D
35.10

35.0S

35,04
35,00 .....
35.00
34.95

Hg2, Mercury
III (zo)

5 183 [ I 885

5 4+)1 [ 1 g_2 .
5 $93 , 1 566
6 562 _ I 799

I:, Iodine* . .

........ I-I] (' s)
- 5 000

5 005

5 100

5 250
5 6O0

6 180

6 215

6 438

6 708

2 12o

2 16o
2 21o

2 250

2 17o

2 13o

2 I3o

2 10o

I 97d
Not very. accurst.

K, Pot asslmn *
• For diap('rMon near ab_nrption

I)and_, s*'_ B,,van (i;),

Kr, Krypton

III (ta)
4 799.9 431.80
5 0S5,8 430.34
5 029.1 420.78
5 460.7 4°-8.74

5 769.5 427,64

Kr,- --((70. tO' uol)

790.5 ,127,61

43,_, 5 425 SO

707.8 .125,33 ....
S

N,, Nitrogen;* el. (as)
I 0 +)

4 861 J 301.21

5 461 ...... } 299.776 _3 29S+ 16

I (-_)
a --0.003675

2 379 326+ 09

2 ,I,18 321. I I
2.1_5 323,,,;i
2 536 3'21 SO

'2 577 320._|

'2 676 8lg,71

-2 7M 317.21
2 76n 317.03

2 SSg 315,.12

2 x94 3 I'1. S i
2 q26 31 1.3.1

2 9(;S 213,7,1

3 342 3n9.37

3 515. 3n7.6.1

3 705 306.30
3 .9(38 305.11

3 985 301.73
4 079 301.21

,i I09 30.1.06
I 917 3DI .06

5 .161 2,19, +7

I 6s)

.... a m 0.003675

::.."

4 3.58

4 712

4 922

5 ,t61
5 7,SO
6 576

7 056
. I (_)

3 342
3 550

4 0,16 "
4 358 • "

5 ,161
8 769

302.0

301,4'
2!)9.9

208.2

297,6

206_ 1

294.5

..]

307,0 ,]

303.4
301-.0
209.5 :

206.7

296,6 "

Nv--(Contin ued)

1 - --190.6"C; x = 5161

A_ = O,03._p
Vt
I0 ,qem

22.2
35.6

39.0
72.6

76.3
I10.4

123,3
132 3

(n - I)I0t

1,1-I, 1
29-t• 4

470.6

515.3

975.,1

1 023.3

1 ,_:a)S.3
I 692 ..I
1 829.0

7

1 -- --191,6°C,; X = 5.161

a$ = 0.2ap .,,_.
ll.Ocm 1.t9.S

20.2 278.5
33 9 ,156.6 .

75.8 1 03.1.3 _.

119.6 1 66<,).5

*At 21°C, _- 5-t61 :[, and d -{.-(.

13t?Lgeell 7[h]a and 2(RX'Io. de -- d+,ll$ity

n _ - I d_

at 0°C and 7f,0 mm,_2' a (- 1
199.7 X IO -t) i_ more nt,arly enn_tnnt • i

than either (n _ -- l)/d or (n - l)/d

(it), , ,..
I[ eoml,ulr'd by van der Waal_*a -_

equation witha _ 12_070. b - 1.32j, .

then b,,th (n - l)/d n,|<l (n t -- 1)/ -,

(n _ F 2)d are eonstttnt within 2 %. ...

t,h = Ot+,m - nltao) X 101, _here -- .

/;780 i+ the, ..an _. or Ihe yellow lines " . : |

ot Ilg; p h _xprea_('d jn eta n[ II_P. IAt --191.fl°C the eoeffieieat of p .i_

ne_trly 7 tlm+-_ a_ gr,,at, at -- 1O0,_a( ', "7

i:
:I

-r

Na, _diu,n *

• l;hw dispersion ne(kr ab_or[,t|oa :,

b_nd_, ,_ee |levnn (_).

Ne, Neon

III (t_)
4 799.9

5 0S5.S

5D_I

5 -160.7

6 760.5
5 790.5

6 43g. 5

(_)
t = -1S9.2°C; X = 5,161 ,_,

A_ = 0.03_p .-,. .-,
Pi (n - I)I0' 'I 861
10.1cm I33.3 5 461

21,0 285.2 5 79 <)

35.5 461.8 6 563

42.8 55g+9
76.2 1 004.0 2 753 _

76.,t 1 009,9 2 89 t
76.6 1 _)8,6 3 022

I00,9 i 3.17.0 3 ISg

101.0 I 349.3 3 889

122.8 1 662.5 4 471

122.8 I 659,(1 4 713
143.4 1 961,1 5 016

I,t3.5 1 962.9 5 876

1.t9.5 2 040.7 O 678

L

67.3l

67._3 .....I
67.21

67.16
67.10 " 7

67.10

67,02

0:, Oxygen*

I 0 4)
273.45
271.70

270.99

269.75

I (=_)
321 23
293.60

29l 19

2_7.93

279.65

276.31

275.11

274.01

271.84

270.83

/: iI
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